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The Legacy of C

Machines didn't have enough memory to hold the entire 

program

Separately compiled units

Types might not even be consistent across units

Only local optimizations possible

Linker can perform some pruning, but no feedback loop 

between global and local optimizations

This model persists into C++ today
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Java/.NET didn’t improve things

Essentially the C model, but with runtime linking 

instead of compile time

Not even the most basic pruning is done, "Size 

doesn't matter"

Focus on execution speed driven by dynamic 

runtime optimizations
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Then there's scripting languages

JavaScript

Python

Ruby

…and so on
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So why would anyone care about 

whole program optimizations?
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Enter AJAX
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What is AJAX?

A rich client with interactive UI on the user’s browser

Background data fetches with no loss of responsiveness

No installation

UI state is maintained on client

Fewer bits go down the wire

Leverages client CPU and RAM
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Size Does Matter for AJAX apps

"No installation" really means “Always reinstall"

Users want web apps to start FAST

Smaller scripts download faster, start quicker, and 

consume less system memory

Hand-tuning JavaScript for size and performance is a 

hugely popular aspect of AJAX development
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Software Engineering for AJAX apps

Unfortunately, hand-tuning can turn what started as a 

beautiful OO design into an unmaintainable pile of hacks

Third-party JavaScript libraries exacerbate the problem

What if a compiler could generate script as good as what 

you might have hard coded?

Optimizations would make abstraction affordable

Write code according to good software design principles 

and let the compiler turn it into a hand-tuned pile of 

garbage
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What is Google Web Toolkit?

Toolkit for writing AJAX client code in Java

Write, refactor, debug in Java with a Java IDE

Compile to JavaScript + static content

Deploy to any web server
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Why write AJAX in Java?

Java’s static typing makes possible what is impossible in 

JavaScript

Compile-time error checking (with an IDE: as you type!)

IDE code completion

Refactor quickly without creating bugs

Perfect obfuscation

Take advantage of whole program optimization
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To be continued… 


